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FGRKEVGF� KP��IWTG��C| =�?��6JG�%W2+ ions carry a 

URKP�5|�|����CPF�HQTO�NCFFGTU�CNQPI�VJG�C�CZKU��

Exchange interactions within these Cu2+ ions are 

mediated by Cl di-bridges. Substituting Cl with 

Br results in a substantial change in the interac-

VKQP�UVTGPIVJ|=�?��DWV�+2#�%W
%N
����

Br
����

)
3
 remains 

KP�C�ICRRGF�SWCPVWO�URKP�NKSWKF�UVCVG�
�I���D���

NRSE-TAS experiments at TRISP

The NRSE-TAS experiments were performed 

on the TRISP spectrometer at MLZ in Garching, 

Germany. The energy resolution of these meas-

WTGOGPVU�YCU�CDQWV��|̀ G8|=�?��6JG�6#5�OGCUWTG-

ments were carried out at the TASP spectrom-

eter at PSI in Villigen, Switzerland. The energy 

TGUQNWVKQP�QH�VJKU�UGVWR�YCU�CDQWV�����|OG8�

Magnon decoherence and dimensional cross-

over

In IPA-Cu(Cl
����

Br
����

)
3
��g�CPF�K is always larger, 

but its temperature evolution is similar to that of 

VJG�RWTG�EQORQWPF�
�I���C�CPF��I���D�TGURGE-

tively). Furthermore, bg�CPF�bK show very similar 

DGJCXKQT�KP�VJG�GPVKTG�6��TCPIG��(QT�6| |��|-��bg�

and bK is T-independent within our experimen-

tal precision. Upon lowering T, both bg�CPF�bK 

FTQR� KP� C�PCTTQY�6�TCPIG�QH� �|�|6|�|��|-��(QT�

6|�|�|-��bg�CPF�CNUQ�bK saturate at ����|OG8�CPF�

�����|OG8�TGURGEVKXGN[�

The observation of approximately T-independ-

ent values of bg�CPF�bK in IPA-Cu(Cl
����

Br
����

)
3
 at 

high-T is qualitatively consistent with the NLmM, 

CPF�YKVJ�/CVVJKGUUGPoU� TWNG=�?��9TKVVGP� KP� VGTOU�

of the magnon mean free path, L, this rule stipu-

lates that Lj�|�|.j�
d
||.-1

s
, where L

d
 and L

s
 arise 

from magnon-magnon and magnon-defect col-

lisions, respectively. At high temperatures, the 

T-dependence of L arises solely from L
d
, which 

is well described by the NLmM. We can thus 

compare our experimental data to the results of 

/QPVG�%CTNQ�ECNEWNCVKQPU�HQT��PKVG�5|�|��EJCKPU��

which yield a chain length of L
s
|��10a. A similar 

estimate can be made on the basis of the broad-

ening, which translates into L
s
|����C|=�?�

In the low-T limit, L is expected to be dominated 

by L
s
. The observation of T-independent values 

of b^�CPF�bK�HQT�6|r|�|-�KU�EQPUKUVGPV�YKVJ�VJKU�

expectation. The reduced values of b^�CPF�bK at 

low, compared to those observed in the high-T 

regime, are in qualitative agreement with the di-

mensional crossover picture developed for IPA-

CuCl
3
[3].

#V�VGORGTCVWTGU��|-|�|6|�|��|-��bg�CPF�bK are 

strongly T-dependent, which indicates that the 

simple Matthiessen’s rule no longer applies in 

this regime, where dimensional crossover phe-

nomena occur. We hope that our data will stim-

ulate further experimental and theoretical work 

on dimensional crossover phenomena and their 

KP�WGPEG�QP�VJG�OCIPQP�URGEVTWO�CPF�OCIPQP�

mediated thermal transport in IPA-CuCl
3
 and 

other quasi-1D quantum magnets.

Figure 2: (a) Temperature dependence of the bond 

randomness induced magnon blueshift of IPA-

Cu(Cl
����

Br
����

)
3
. (b) Temperature dependence of the 

magnon decoherence induced by bond randomness of 

IPA-Cu(Cl
����

Br
����

)
3
. The broad shaded lines are a guide 

for the eyes. Line used in panel-b is the same as in 

panel-a but divided by a factor 2.
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